Silicon´s North
Throughout history, the icons have served, to identify civilizations and
used, as a visual reference: Obelisks, Pyramids. As well as the
development of a society: Effiel Tower, San Francisco Bridge. Or simply
they were created to play an important role in the social activities of
the city, Roman Coliseum, Theaters, Agoras. The truth is that each
Civilization created and possesses an Architectural structure
characteristic of what they meant in history to this day. This building
aims to be exactly the same, a great monument that does not escape
the sight of anyone and highlights the technological and scientific
values for the progress of humanity. We know that we live in the era of
technological growth, therefore, Silicon Valley has stood out as the
leader and pioneer of this world movement, It is in this way that we
honor such a creative and advanced society, pushing the parameters of
physics to the limit, such as no one has ever explored them. We present
two (2) bodies; one (1) heavy and other light. The heavy one sitting on
the ground and the other floating in space. The large heavy body,
projected in concrete, supports and generates a counterweight, so that
the light and metallic element rests on it, using tensioners. The heavy
element is clad in solar panels to collect the energy that is going to be
consumed, distributing it to its large Plaza on the ground floor, with
lights for all the roads, water sources and floating volume, is designed
in black to emulate silicon and the light element in metal, designing it
with the parametric structure method, which would be impossible to
calculate without advanced computer equipment. These structures, in
addition to being a monumental reference, demarcate a fairly clear axis
that points North in such a way that anyone can quickly locate
themselves. Symbolically the North points to the future of humanity
and reminds us were we are going to. Finally, we project a large Plaza
to incorporate Silicon Valley society, where all kinds of activities are

carried out; cultural, tributes and celebrations. In addition to other
social actions that accompany the services of; shops, restaurants, cafes
and other services for locals and tourists. It is necessary to highlight
that the height of the floating platform (200ft), allows us to appreciate
two (2) great events of the day: sunrise and sunset. With a beautiful
360 ° view.

